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the horoscope of the boy and the girl are checked for the matching properties. the poruthams are compared, and then the poruthams are ranked in order of strength. the highest ranked porutham is most important, the second ranked one is less important and so on. for
example, if the porutham of the boy is dinam and the girl is ganam, the porutham of the boy is ranked as the highest. but, if the porutham of the boy is dinam and the girl is ganam, and there are many more important poruthams, then the porutham of the girl is ranked as
the highest. if the poruthams of the boy and the girl are not the same, and if the poruthams of the boy and the girl are of equal rank, then the porutham of the boy should be given preference. if the porutham of the boy is not of equal strength as that of the girl, then the
porutham of the girl should be given preference. the horoscope of the boy and the girl are also checked for the porutham of the girl. the porutham of the girl should have a strong porutham, otherwise, the jathagam porutham for marriage will not be successful. if the
porutham of the boy is ranked as the first or the second highest rank, then the porutham of the boy is also checked. hindu horoscope porutham in tamil and horoscope matching in tamil. horoscope porutham refers to the alignment of the horoscope matching of horoscope
before the marriage in the horoscope of the boy and the girl. the matching is done based on the twelve nakshatras in the horoscope of the boy and the girl like nadi, rasi, gana etc. and other factors like the marriage date, time of marriage and other rituals for the wedding
in the horoscope of the boy and the girl. hindu porutham is a major factor for the marriage in a hindu wedding.. matrimonial horoscope matching in tamil in pdf format.
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